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Abstract 
Physical reservoir computing (RC) is a beyond von-Neumann computing paradigm that harnesses the 

dynamical properties of a complex physical system (reservoir) to process information efficiently in tasks 

such as pattern recognition. This hardware-centered approach drastically reduces training efforts and 

holds potential for significantly reduced energy consumption operation. Magnetic skyrmions, 

topological, particle-like spin textures, are considered highly promising candidates for reservoir 

computing systems due to their non-linear interactions and established mechanisms for low power 

manipulation combined with thermally excited dynamics. So far spin-based reservoir computing has 

been used for static detection or has been based on intrinsic magnetization dynamics timescales, that 

require cumbersome rescaling of typically slower real-world data. Here we harness the power of time-

multiplexed skyrmion RC by adjusting the intrinsic timescales of the reservoir to the timescales of real-

world temporal patterns: we recognize hand gestures recorded with range-doppler radar on a 

millisecond timescale and feed the data as a time-dependent voltage excitation directly into our device. 

We observe the temporal evolution of the skyrmion trajectory using read-out at just one position of 

the reservoir, which allows for scaling onto the nanometer scale. We find that our hardware solution 

exhibits competitive performance compared with a state-of-the-art energy-intensive software-based 

neural network. The key advantage of our hardware approach lies in its capacity to seamlessly integrate 

data from sensors without the need for temporal conversion, thanks to the time-dependent input and 

tunable intrinsic timescales of the skyrmion dynamics in the reservoir. This feature enables real-time 

feeding of the reservoir, opening a multitude of applications. 

Introduction 
Skyrmions are chiral magnetic whirls that have been shown to exhibit enhanced stability due to their 

non-trivial topology1–4. They have shown great potential in non-conventional computing devices5–13, or 

as information carriers in novel data storage3,14–16. Stabilized due to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction, they can be present in bulk systems17, or in thin film systems2,18–20, where they exhibit 

particle-like behavior3,5. Proposals for applications exploit the unique characteristics of skyrmions for 

instance as bit-like information carriers14,15, and use deterministic motion, controlled nucleation and 

annihilation of the spin textures for deterministic memory operations. On the other hand, stochastic 

(thermal) dynamics is exploited for Brownian computing approaches8,13,21,22. In Brownian computing, 

the computation speed is tied to the systems’ diffusion coefficient and can thus be tuned8,23. Therefore, 

skyrmion systems are particularly favorable as skyrmions can exhibit significant thermal diffusion at 

room temperature5 and diffusion-tuning mechanisms have been developed recently that allow for 

tuning the thermal dynamics over many orders of magnitude23. In both deterministic and stochastic 



applications, the manipulation of skyrmions can be achieved efficiently even with ultra-low current 

densities through currents that generate spin transfer torques24,25 and spin-orbit torques26,27, as well as 

external fields28, strain29 and temperature gradients30. In thermally-activated skyrmion systems, pinning 

effects can be overcome by thermal excitations allowing for directed motion at even lower current 

densities5,21,31 where ultra-low currents bias the diffusive dynamics21. Thereby, the Brownian computing 

paradigm can offer low-power computing while simultaneously overcoming reproducibility issues due 

to variations between devices. 

Physical Reservoir Computing (RC) represents a key machine learning approach, where a non-linear 

physical reservoir is harnessed to process and project input data into a higher-dimensional state-space 

where they become for instance linearly seperable32. By performing a measurement of the reservoir, 

the complex state is subsequently mapped to an output state of measurement values. Using this 

concept, one can potentially reduce a highly complex problem to a linear one, given the dynamics of 

the system are suited to process the signal properly. This has a major advantage compared to deep 

recurrent neuronal networks where all the weights are trained, which is complex, slow and energy 

inefficient. In RC only the output weights are trained while the reservoir is fixed, resulting in faster and 

lower energy operation33. Further, as the computation is performed by the systems’ efficient intrinsic 

dynamics, the power consumption of such a device is typically much lower than inferring a software-

based solution with similar performance. 

Reservoir computing has been studied in magnetic systems9–13,21,34–36 for static spatially multiplexed 

pattern recognition21 and for the recognition of dynamic time-varying signals using spin structure 

dynamics9, spin torque oscillators37 and spin waves34, which have intrinsic timescales in the MHz to GHz 

regime. While a proof-of-concept has been demonstrated for vowel recognition38, the involved intrinsic 

magnetic dynamic frequencies in the MHz-GHz range require a complex and energy intensive rescaling 

of the timescales of the spoken language or many other real-world signals that are to be recognized. 

So most conspicuous applications for dynamic pattern recognition range from speech to the detection 

of motion and such dynamics is occurring on the µs-s timescale, which is however orders of magnitude 

slower than the spin dynamics conventionally used for reservoir computing requiring cumbersome and 

energy intensive rescaling of the timescales. 

Here we employ thermally activated diffusion and current-induced displacement of skyrmions in a 

reservoir to detect real human gestures. We input the doppler radar data of gestures as ultra-low 

power current-driven dynamics that in combination with geometrical confinement results in an 

intrinsic zero-power reset mechanism. Having comparable time scales of the doppler radar data and 

the intrinsic dynamics and thus processing speed of the reservoir enables direct feeding of the sensor 

data into the reservoir. We find that the radar data of different hand gestures is detected in our 

hardware reservoir with a fidelity that is at least as good as a state-of-the-art software-based neural 

network approach. 

 

 

Results 
Our device consists of a Ta(5)/Co20Fe60B20(0.95)/Ta(0.09)/MgO(2)/Ta(5) multilayer stack 

(thickness of layers given in nanometers in parentheses) that is structured into an equilateral triangular 

geometry, with a side length of 36 μm. Figure 1 schematically depicts such a device. Such geometrical 

confinement was shown to lead to an equilibrium position of the skyrmion in the center16,39–41 

combined with non-linear current-driven skyrmion displacements due to spin-orbit torques21,26,27,42–45. 



The thermally activated diffusive dynamics results in stochastic motion, due to the low pinning of the 

multilayer stack5,46,47 allowing for displacement at very small current densities and leading to a zero-

power reset mechanism when the current is switched off. To tune the speed of the dynamics, an 

additional oscillating out-of-plane magnetic field component is used, that was shown to tune the 

diffusion speed over orders of magnitude23.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the dynamic Brownian reservoir computer. The 

triangular stack (light grey; composition shown in the top right) is connected with gold/chromium 

contacts at the corners (half transparent yellow). In the used setup, only the lower corners are 

connected to the time-dependent voltage. The skyrmion is presented as a dark gray spot as visualized 

by magneto-optical Kerr microscopy. Possible skyrmion response trajectories to the time dependent 

voltages are shown by colored arrows. Inset adapted from Karin Everschor-Sitte and Matthias Sitte, 

licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0). 

 

The skyrmion is nucleated by using an in-plane magnetic field pulse, while an additional 

constant out-of-plane magnetic field stabilizes the skyrmion5,21,23. After the skyrmion is nucleated, the 

edge repulsion along with thermal dynamics cause the skyrmion to reside in the center of the device. 

Consequently, whether upon initialization or subsequent excitation through current-induced motion, 

the device inherently reverts to its original ground state due to this automatic reset mechanism41. 

To operate as a time-multiplexed reservoir, different signals in the form of time-dependent 

voltages are applied to the device. This results in a time-dependent displacement of the skyrmion. As 

the magnitude of the applied voltage increases, and subsequently the current density and thus SOT, 

the skyrmion position is pushed closer towards the corners of the device. This relationship is non-linear 

due to the non-linearity of the boundary interaction potential in our system48. The skyrmion is driven 

by very low current densities up to 2.9 × 107 𝐴𝑚−2 at half width of the triangle. This current density 

is lower than any previously demonstrated displacement in multilayer skyrmion stacks is realized by 

the artificial mitigation of pinning effects by the oscillating magnetic out-of-plane field23. Stronger 

current densities may result in the annihilation of the skyrmion, while low current densities cause 

motion indistinguishable compared to purely thermal movement. The amplitude of the input signal is 

scaled within the range of negative and positive maximum voltage, enabling displacement of the 
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skyrmion to either the left or right corner of the device (see methods section for more details). After 

finishing the input of the radar signal data, the skyrmion relaxes back to the center. 

With this procedure, every possible time dependent voltage can be mapped to a set of time 

dependent movements of the skyrmion. Due to the super-imposed motion caused by current induced 

SOT and thermally activated diffusion, which enables skyrmions to overcome pinning sites, the 

skyrmion response will not be identical, but similar enough for the reservoir to function reliably. An 

essential requirement of reservoir computing is the non-linear reservoir. The presented skyrmion 

reservoir is non-linear in multiple aspects, the skyrmion velocity being dependent on the current44, the 

current density being dependent on the location, the skyrmion edge repulsion48, and the skyrmion 

diffusion. 

In our proof-of-concept experiment, the time-dependent position of the skyrmion is captured 

using a magneto-optical Kerr-effect microscope that captures the full information about the position 

of the skyrmion at a framerate of 16 𝐻𝑧. In real applications, a single time dependent readout of a 

magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) would be used, which is emulated here by reading the data from a fixed 

0.5 𝜇𝑚 diameter area that is positioned in the device. A detailed explanation of the conversion process 

from Kerr images to MTJ signals is provided in the methods section and is depicted in Fig. 2a and b. 

Moreover, depending on the input timescale, we reduce the time resolution by using only every nth 

measurement frame, for which n is out of [16, 8, 4, 2, 1]. 

 

 

   Figure 2: Data processing. a) Kerr-microscope video of the device a with skyrmion inside. b) 

U-Net prediction to reduce noise. Skyrmion prediction in purple, contacts and defects in turquoise, 

background and magnetic material in yellow. The skyrmion prediction is used to simulate the artificial 

MTJs. c) Analyzed video part with one possible emulated MTJ marked. d) Validation accuracy map of 

SVM for different input pixels. In this case for differentiating gesture all gestures with 87 data points in 

time. Locations with the highest accuracy for different number of data points in time are marked. As 

the emulated MTJs have a diameter of 0.5 𝜇𝑚, only the center is marked. 

 

To demonstrate the device's capability, the input comprises gesture data, which is processed 

to distinguish various human hand gestures, encoded as class numbers (see Fig 3a). The doppler radar-

captured data is fed into the skyrmion reservoir, as elaborated in the methods section, such that each 

distinct hand gesture corresponds to a unique 23 frames long time-dependent voltage signal. An 

example can be seen in Fig. 1. The experimentally used subset of the dataset of 4800 recorded gestures 

employed in this study comprises four distinct hand gestures, with each gesture being repeated 50 



times, thereby yielding a cumulative total of 200 recorded instances. While the large skyrmions and 

their dynamics used here are motivated by the limited resolution of the optical read-out, the use of 

MTJs for the read-out will allow for scaling of both the spatial device size as well as the dynamic 

timescale over a broad range to detect many types of signals.  

To find the best position of the readout MTJ on the device, every possible position of the MTJ 

is evaluated independently. The emulated MTJs always correspond to multiple pixels that match their 

size. We train a linear support vector machine (SVM) on each position to see which the best is to 

differentiate the different gestures. Note that this optimization must only be performed once.  The 

optimization procedure produces an accuracy map of the device, see Fig. 2, which also illustrates all 

previous steps. Each time a state-of-the-art linear SVM is trained while K-Folding with 𝐾 = 10 is used 

for robust evaluation of the validation set performance.  

Figure 3 shows the benchmark comparison for our reservoir compared to the state-of-the-art 

software detection. Comparing the detection accuracy of different gestures, we find a very competitive 

performance of the reservoir. Especially for gesture pairs 01, 12 and 13 we find even an improvement 

of the skyrmion reservoir compared to a linear SVM and other methods. Here the best performing 

number of data points were chosen for the reservoir accuracy (see methods section for more 

information). It is also visible that the non-linear transformation to improve the skyrmion response 

does not change the accuracy significantly for the pure software-based approach. 

 

 

Symbol Number Name 

 0 
 
 

push 

 1 
 
 

swipe left 

 2 
 
 

swipe right 

 3 
 
 

no gesture 

 

Figure 3: a) Table of different hand gestures in data set. b) Comparison detection accuracy 

between SVM and reservoir plus SVM for different gesture pairs. The error is calculated with the 

standard deviation of different SVM resulting from the K-Folding. 

 

Discussion 
We successfully demonstrated that our skyrmion reservoir can be used as a time-multiplexed reservoir 

computer for time series classification problems, exemplified on range-doppler gesture data. In the 

pairwise classification, the Reservoir is competitive and can even exhibits superior performance 

compared to state-of-the-art software-based classification methods. We note that while the 

(a) (b) 



performance is already competitive with a read-out of the reservoir based on a single MTJ, one can 

easily improve our results by using multiple MTJs as readouts, thus capturing more regions of the 

skyrmion trajectories. However, we stress here the fact that even the simplest case of a single MTJ 

readout is already providing excellent performance. 

We note that a key advantage of our approach is that the device can be adapted to other tasks easily. 

The complexity and recognition accuracy can be optimized using a different device layout or employing 

multiple skyrmions. Furthermore, the timescale of the thermal dynamics that governs the timescale of 

the detected signals can be tuned by a small AC excitation over multiple orders of magnitude23. And 

scaling the skyrmion reservoir down to the nanoscale, is a means to enhance energy efficiency and 

operational speed, as discussed in the Supplementary Material. The rationale behind this lies in the 

reduction of the skyrmions’ displacement time and current-induced motion's dependence on current 

density, smaller devices, both favoring smaller devices, which thus, need less energy while additionally 

allowing for a larger device density. Coupled with the reduced displacement time of skyrmions within 

smaller devices, this scaling could be used as a variable timescale and ultra-low energy reservoir 

computing implementation, offering promising prospects for future applications. 

 

Methods 
Sample Preparation 

The multilayer stack employed in this study consists of the following layers 

Ta(5)/Co20Fe60B20(0.95)/Ta(0.09)/MgO(2)/Ta(5), where the values enclosed in parentheses indicate the 

respective thickness in nanometers, and the subscripted numbers represent the concentration in 

percentage. The stack is deposited using a Singulus Rotaris magnetron sp uttering system. The sample 

exhibits perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) due to the interface between the ferromagnetic 

Co20Fe60B20 and the MgO. The Ta(0.09) interlayer adjusts the PMA and generates a low-energy 

landscape for magnetic skyrmions. The 5 𝑛𝑚 thick capping layer consisting of tantalum prevents 

oxidation, together resulting in a multilayer stack that hosts skyrmions at above room temperature 

experiencing low pinning and thermal diffusion. 

The Raith Electron Beam Pioneer system was employed for electron beam lithography in order to 

fabricate patterned structures. The sample underwent etching with Argon ions through the IonSys 

Model 500 ion beam etching system. 

The device consists of an equilateral triangle with an edge length of 36 𝜇𝑚. At the corners extra 

rectangles are attached with a width of 4 𝜇𝑚 and length of 15 𝜇𝑚 for better contact connectivity. These 

contacts are composed of a 5 𝑛𝑚 layer of chromium overlaid with 60 𝑛𝑚 gold and were fabricated 

utilizing electron beam lithography in conjunction with a lift-off technique. The device under 

examination exhibits a measured resistance of 1.1 𝑘𝑂ℎ𝑚 between two contacts. 

Measurement Setup 

To visualize the skyrmions, the experimental setup employs a microscope manufactured by evico 

magnetics GmbH, which leverages the magneto-optical Kerr effect. The microscope is connected to a 

CCD camera recording at 16 frames per second with an exposure time of 62.5 𝑚𝑠 and a resolution of 

1344 × 1024 pixel. With a 2x2 binning, the resolution is reduced to 672 × 512 pixels in favor of a 

higher signal-to-noise ratio. The camera captures an area of 80 × 61 𝜇𝑚. To achieve better contrast a 

differential image between the skyrmion state and the saturated state is used. 



The setup consists of custom-designed coils, featuring one coil for generating the out-of-plane (OOP) 

magnetic field and an additional pair for the in-plane (IP) field. To the OOP coil, a Peltier element is 

attached, giving an achievable temperature range from 285 − 360 𝐾, with a thermal stability of 0.3 𝐾. 

In the used setup a temperature of 325 𝐾 was chosen, controlled with an PT100 resistive heat sensor. 

Furthermore, to further enhance thermal stability, the entire microscope system is housed within a 

laminar flow enclosure equipped with precise temperature control. This strategic implementation 

results in minimal thermal drift within the experimental setup, facilitating extended measurement 

durations at higher magnification levels. 

The skyrmion is nucleated with an IP field pulse of 20 𝑚𝑇 and a stabilizing OOP bias field of 100 𝜇𝑇. 

After nucleation the additional OOP fields oscillations are started with an amplitude of 50 𝜇𝑇 and a 

frequency of 100 𝐻𝑧, while keeping a bias of 100 𝜇𝑇. As the input signal, a time dependent voltage is 

applied to two corners using an arbitrary waveform generator. The recorded imagery is synchronized 

to the waveform generator. 

Data Evaluation 

The dataset consists of 4800 measurements of 4 classes of gestures: “0: push”, “1: swipe left”, “2: swipe 

right” and “3: no gesture” and was already successfully used to train spiking neural networks49. Varying 

people stood at the same position in regard to a radar sensor and performed hand gestures according 

to the classes. Every gesture measurement consists of 23 frames taken in real-time. The motion was 

detected by two Infineon Technologies radars sensors of the type BGT60TR13C. The data has to be 

transformed by exploiting micro Doppler effects50, and obtaining Doppler maps, as described in Ref. 51 

and Ref. 52. Mainly, Fourier-transformations are performed to obtain the Doppler frequency shifts, 

resulting in two-channel maps (Range-Doppler and Range-Angle), showing the angle or the amplitude 

against the relative velocity and the distance to the radars. Figure SUP1 shows one exemplary “0 – 

push” gesture after the Range-Dopler (RD) and the Range-Angle (RA) transformation.  

As we want to minimize the data fed into the reservoir, we restrict ourselves to only one voxel of the 

maps. To find the one containing the most information, we perform multi-class radial basis functions 

Support Vector Machine (rbfSVM)53,54 classification on every possible index (Range-Doppler/Range-

Angle), to find the input voxel (23 consecutive time-steps of one particular index) that performs best 

on all 4 gestures at once. We further checked if data pooling (Average of 1x1, 2x2, or 4x4 tiling) 

increases classification. Every input was trained with K-Folding and 𝐾 = 10 to obtain statistically robust 

values. The best score was obtained by averaging the performance of the 𝐾 test sets. The respective 

voxel is marked with a red box in Figure SUP1. Reducing the data to one input is also required to obtain 

experimental data in a reasonable time, as the manual experiments are time-consuming and must be 

taken with care. In a non-proof-of-concept device, this training process could of course be automatized 

using specifically tailored hardware. The pairwise results shown in the main text are obtained by the 

same voxel, namely the one that performed best. 



 

Figure SUP1:   Range-Doppler and Range-Angle maps for one specific gesture and one-time frame. 

Apart from noise, one can detect two blobs in the maps, one referring to the person's body gesticulating, 

and the other to the hand doing the movement. We also marked the voxel with a red box that was used 

as input for our Skyrmion Reservoir. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

Figure SUP2 Left: We show the normalized mean signal of every gesture, for the voxel performing best 

in the Range-Doppler transformed data. Right: Exemplary gestures of every class. The blue star marks 

the values which are shown in red boxes in Fig. SUP1, which shows the same gesture. 

 

After the input data was defined, signal-and-time matching was necessary to transform the arbitrary 

input signal into a current density that significantly moves the skyrmion without annihilating it. In 

addition, the time scales of the input need to match, e.g. the input signal should vary at similar 

timescales as the skyrmion dynamics happens. The matching functions read as: 

𝑈 (𝑡) =  𝑐1 ∙ tanh((𝑣(t) − 𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁) ∙ 𝑐2) 

With v(𝑡) being the signal at a specific time frame 𝑡, 𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 the mean value of the dataset (to normalize 

them around zero. The other parameters were chosen with 𝑐1 =  3.5 𝑚𝑉 and 𝑐2 = 4 in such a way that 

the skyrmions are driven far enough out of equilibrium to distinguish trajectories, but not too much 

that there is no significant probability for a skyrmion to be annihilated at the boundary. The 23 

timeframes were mapped to an input. After each measurement, we let the skyrmion relax back to the 

center position, which depending on the diffusion coefficient takes milliseconds to seconds. Also, the 

gesture order was randomized to reduce the possibility of any bias regarding potential insufficient 

relaxation.  

As typically some threshold current strength needs to be overcome to move the skyrmion at all, we 

also use the tanh function to effectively increase the normalized input. 

After the MOKE measurements were performed, the data was cropped to 174 timeframes per gesture. 

The contrast was then enhanced using the 2.5% outer percentiles for adjustment, after all, artifacts 

(that might occur due to the combination of background-subtraction and sample-drift) were set to the 

mean value of each gesture. Then, to detect the skyrmion, a Convolutional Neural network was used 



which can reliably segment the image into the skyrmion (label: 0), defect (1), and magnetic background 

(label: 2) 55, while for our analysis we reduce the labels to (Skyrmion:1 and Background/defects:0).      

To mimic the MTJ-readout, we chose a rectangular size of 5x5 pixels, while the MOKE resolution is ≈

120 𝑛𝑚/𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙. An MTJ of this size should easily be manufactured56. We average the segmented label 

in that area to obtain more than two discretizations of the output space and interpret the value as a 

normalized resistance of the MTJ (0-lowest resistance – 1 highest resistance or vice versa). We use 

every possible position (MTJ is shifted by 1 pixel in each direction) in the confinement as input for an 

SVM that is part of the reservoir computing and obtain accuracy maps for the reservoir. We also check 

how many time frames are optimal, while we scan a range of every nth timeframe, with 𝑛 ∈

 [16, 8, 4,2,1] and again K-Folding with 𝐾 = 10, while the benchmarking was chosen to be the 

maximum value of the average accuracies of the test sets. We compare the outputs of these SVMs in 

the main text, Fig 3. 

 

 

 

Figure SUP 3 Performance of the Reservoir, when different amount of Kerr video frames is used for the 

evaluation. The plots show the pairwise gesture comparison 0-push vs 1-swipe left. We see that the 

performance on the validation set peaks at specific amount of input (in this case 0.708 for 87 data 

points), while above we enter an overfitting regime of the linear SVM. For the plots in Fig 3 in the main 

text, we plot the best performance we find in the validation set. The best MTJ position for varying input 

size is also indicated in Fig 2 d) in the main text. 
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Supplementary Information 

S1. Energy Efficiency 
To estimate the energy consumption of a single device we examine the energy us of a scaled-down 

realistic version with a side length of 400 nm and a skyrmion size of 40 nm based on existing skyrmions 

stable at room temperature1. At these dimensions, the ratio between the skyrmion and the device 

closely resembles that of the experimentally used 36 𝜇m sized device. The device's resistance is 

calculated to be approximately 𝑅 = 1 kΩ between the two connected contacts2. 

With a current density required to move the skyrmion of 𝐽 = 2.9 × 107 Am−2 at half the triangle's 

width, we find a flow of up to 𝐼 = 64 nA through the device, including the 5 nm tantalum capping 

layer. Notably, as the capping layer serves as an anti-oxidation layer and does not impact the skyrmion 

dynamics, nearly half of the utilized current could be by either connecting the device from the bottom 

or altering the capping layer material. Given these parameters, the worst-case power consumption of 

one module would be 𝑃 = 𝑅𝐼2 = 4 pW, assuming continuous application of maximum voltage, while 

typically only a fraction of this is used in a typical signal. 

Changing the skyrmion size also affects its dynamics and therefore reducing the time needed per input. 

On the one hand, the diffusion constant increases with smaller skyrmions3 and on the other hand, the 

required path to travel becomes shorter. 

To obtain the energy for the operation we first consider conservatively the low diffusion constant in the 

case of significant pinning as shown in the main text. This assumption yields a time per gesture of 𝑡 =

1.1 ms. Consequently, we calculate an energy consumption of 𝐸 = 𝑃𝑡 = 4 fJ per gesture. Which is 

comparable to conventionally used CMOS ring oscillators4. 

The free diffusion expected theoretically5 and that we have shown experimentally can be generated by 

AC excitations6 yields for these skyrmions a diffusion constant of 70 × 10−9 m2s−1 leading to a 

reduced time per operation of 780 ns, resulting in ultra-low energy consumption of 3 aJ per gesture, 

significantly lower than the scaled down version of a previously proposed spin-torque nano-oscillators 

at 100 aJ7. 

While we show that our device compares favorably to other reservoir computing devices, for the overall 

power consumption one needs to also consider the CMOS periphery. We emphasize that our device 

operates in quasi-dc regime and therefore has reduced demands for CMOS periphery as compared to 

oscillator based AC magnetic devices7. Hence, we expect that the CMOS overhead will reduce 

compared to the previously analyzed peripheral circuitry. For details of this power consumption, we 

refer to the pertinent literature7,8.  

In our architecture, the final layer incorporates a linear support vector machine (SVM). Recent progress 

has enabled the integration of SVMs into Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), facilitating an even 

more power-efficient implementation9. We note that a comparison with purely software-based 

solutions is not easily possible due to the complexity of now-a-days used CPUs or Cloud solutions and 

such an analysis comprises research that goes clearly beyond the scope of this work.  
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